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OUGHT THERE TO BE A CRIMINAL COURT OF APPEAL?

THE meeting of Parliament has afforded the usual consti.
tutional opportunity of obtaining from the Home Secretary an
exposition of his views regarding the expediency of instituting
a Court of Appeal in criminal cases. Mr. EDWIN!JAMES,
basing his argument on the history of the trial and pardon of
THOMAS SMETHURST, contends that our system of criminal

jurisprudence is defective. A convicted, criminal, he says,

ought to have the privilege of a second trial. The question
has often been mooted; and its importance claims the most
serious deliberation. Into the general merits we cannot enter
in this place. All we can properly do is to examine the argu-
ment in its relation to scientific evidence. This is, indeed, the
chief point raised by the case of SMETHURST. It is complained
that the deliberate verdict of a jury, supported by the opinion
of the judge,-both being formed after hearing the evidence in
open Court,-have been overruled by other evidence submitted
privily to the Home Secretary. The Minister, in the un-

doubted exercise of powers vested in him, has obtained a

report from the Chief Baron who tried the prisoner; he has
received all the supplementary evidence and statements which
the prisoner or his friends have laid beLre him; and all this
he has submitted to Sir BENJAMIN BRODIE. Now, Mr. EDWIN
JAMES contends that the supplementary evidence, the report
of the Chief Baron, and that of Sir BENJAMIN BRODIE, ought
to be made public; and that if there had existed a Court of

Appeal every new argument, and all fresh evidence, must

necessarily have been produced before the world in a manner
to challenge public approval or censure. This latter course of

proceeding is represented to be the most in accordance with
the spirit of English institutions, and the most conducive to
justice. To this reasoning, Sir GEORGE LEWIS replies by ex-
plaining the course he adopted in this particular case. He

avoids the general argument in favour of a new Court of

Appeal. He informs us, without publishing in extenso

the reports of the Chief Baron and Sir BENJAMIN BRODIE,
that the Judge declared his opinion that SMETHURST ought
not to be hanged; and imparts a conjecture which we are not
aware has been previously put forward-namely, that SME-
THURST administered poison to Miss BANKES not for the pur-
pose of murder, but of procuring abortion. The Chief Baron

himself advised that the case should be laid before some emi-

nent medical practitioner. We may say that the new hypo-
thesis of a design to procure abortion raised by the learned
Judge was in itself a justification of the reference made to Sir
BENJAMIN. It is clear that, if a man so eminent as a judge,
and so distinguished for scientific attainments as the Chief

Baron, could so interpret the evidence he had heard, a refer-
ence to some one who could speak with authority on the value
of the medical testimony was absolutely necessary. Whether

Sir BENJAMIN offered any opinion on this hypothesis we do not
100

know; but there are few persons indeed who now contest the
soundness of his decision that, although there were circum-
stances of grave suspicion against the prisoner, there was not
sufficient proof of his guilt. The free pardon was a logical
consequence, from which Sir GEORGE LEwis could not escape.
It was the only rational termination to the case. But then

the question arises-Have this revision of the case, and this re-
versal of the sentence, been arrived at in the most proper and
constitutional manner ? Ought not the prisoner to have been
publicly tried over again ? We entertain very serious doubts

whether a Court of Appeal would be productive of such advan.

tages as would balance the great inconveniences which it would
entail. In the first place, it would follow that not the prisoner
alone, but the Crown also, would be entitled to call for a fresh

trial, in the event of an adverse verdict. There is too much

reason to fear that, in many cases, a new trial would

have no other effect than to lead to protracted litigation,
and a refinement of legal subtlety, which, without adding
anything material to the facts, would involve evidence in

greater obscurity, or even make that obscure which was

previously clear. It would afford far more scope for the

play of legal ingenuity in obscuring the truth, than for the
production of more accurate scientific evidence to establish

it. Evidence that consists in the marshaling of facts and of
scientific knowledge, so as to throw all possible light upon the
case in dispute, is soon exhausted. Not so the fertile skill of

the bar in commenting upon that evidence. The advantage
I would rarely indeed be on the side of truth. The strongest
argument that has been adduced in favour of a Court of Appeal
is, that on his first trial a man may be unjustly condemned

through false or incomplete evidence. But it must be remem-

bered that the present system, which leaves the prerogative of
pardon in the hands of the QUEEN, through her responsible
Minister, is all in the prisoner’s favour ; it cannot be exercised

against him. And since the practice of making the execution
of capital punishment follow within a few hours upon the sen-
tence is now abolished, there is always full time for preferring
such representations to the Home Secretary in favour of the
convict as the circumstances may justify. If it be argued that
evidence of the prisoner’s innocence may come to light just
after he is hanged, that is an argument against capital punish.
ments, but not against convicting upon one trial. In this par.
ticular case of SMETHURST, what would have been gained by a
second trial ? In what new light could the evidence be placed?
The conflict of opposing scientific witnesses would have been

renewed; and the jury would have been as little competent as
on the first trial to determine on which side the truth was

concealed. If it be contended that it has an evil effect to

overturn the verdict of a jnry by the decision of a Home Secre.
tary, it must surely be admitted that the evil would be greater
to subject every verdict in criminal cases to the risk of being
overturned, even although by another jury. Under the present
system the greatest possible authority is secured to the decision
of juries, by not permitting them to be called in question save
in very exceptional cases. It is, perhaps, the greatest security
society can possess against crime, that the law should be simple
and direct in its operation. To introduce the complicated pro-
cedures of appeals and new trials, would certainly multiply
the chances of escape for a criminal: it is doubtful whether it

would afford any advantage, that is not already possessed, to
the innocent man; and the general interest of society in re-
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pressing crimes against the person would probably suffer frages of the unthinking, is in some cases not an easy matter.
by such a change. Occasionally an accidental circumstance arises, quite irrespective

Since it cannot be expected that a second jury should be of a man’s intentions, and which, had he sought for it, would
more competent than a first to determine between the relative have been culpable or irregular, but which nevertheless legi-
merits of two conflicting bodies of scientific witnesses, the timately procures him in the end profit and reputation. On

remedy we would insist upon is, to present the scientific evi- the other hand, again, a man disappointed by the result of a
dence so well prepared and digested as to reduce all grounds line of conduct, evidently assiduously pursued for selfish mo-
of dispute to the narrowest possible limits. Instead of leaving tives, may point to its ill success as refuting our own uncom-
the materials for pathological or chemical investigation to fall plimentary opinion of it, and as proving his own rectitude and
into the hands of any single practitioner whom accident or disinterestedness. Again, it is not a little difficult in some

ignorance may throw in the way, two or three men of acknow- cases to hold the scales of justice without trembling, when an
ledged skill-one at least to be nominated by the person whose apparently honourable man points to the immense competition
conduct is suspected - should be associated in the inquiry. of a doubtful character which is brought against him, and
Evidence so controlled would certainly be more free from assures us that if his own voice be not pitched in an exaggerated
error, and admit of less contentious quibbling. Until, by this key, it will be lost in the hubbub. His daily sustenance, as
or some similar plan, scientific evidence shall be brought before well as his repute, are at stake ; he cannot afford to be silent.
our courts in a proper manner, it is gratuitous folly to sneer Not only do we thus hear the braying of trumpets overpower-
at the defects and contradictions of science. These defects ing the still small voice of honourable deserts, as the inevitable
and contradictions are but too often the natural produce of the fruit of professional struggling, but, like the orchestra upon

system at present pursued. the mountebank’s scaffolding, all the music is outside the show;

. there is nothing worth hearing within its precincts. There are

sharp, worldly-wise men, who soon discover that it not unfre-
IT is related of CHARLES PATIN, that being on a visit to a qtiently happens that success in so crowded a profession as

physician at Basle, where his son was studying medicine, he medicine depends not so much upon what a person is, as

one day questioned the youth as to the principal studies re- upon what he seems.

quired to form a physician. The future aspirant to a degree But as we are too serious upon this very important and de-
replied, "Anatomy, physiology, pathology, and therapeutics." licate matter to wish our censures to pass away in vague,
True," said PATIN, "these will secure your diploma, but not general observations, we will indicate some individual and
"your popularity: to obtain, this, my child, you must add to special forms of custom and behaviour, some of which, to our
"them quackery. We should be sorry, indeed, to think that thinking, are highly improper, and others, to say the least of
this sarcasm of PATIN had more than a very limited amount them, of a very questionable character. In the first place, we
of truthfulness. We allude here, of course, to what must be may point out how sad a grievance has sprung from the, in
denominated quackery within the profession-the backsliding many respects proper, practice of giving advice free of cost to
of legitimists, and not to the abominations of the advertising such as are unable to pay for it. Charity of this kind is praise.
charlatans, nor the delusions of the homoeopaths, hydropaths, worthy, but the multiplication of it by a medical man simply for
et Aoc genus omne. But however limited may be the range of his own selfish ends is most derogatory. Are we in error when
the justice of the satire, it has undoubtedly and unfortunately we say that this is done so extensively as to become a serious
a certain application. No one can look around him and fail evil ? Is it compatible, let us ask, with an honourable position ?
to recognise men-even those holding honourable and public Is it justice to professional brethren ? Is it only for the benefit
positions-who practise certain deceptions, and adopt question- of the poor that the medical officer of a public institution shall
able habits and customs purely with the view of what is called tell or hint to his patients that they may come to his private
"getting on in practice!" If the quackery of those out of the pale residence in the morning, instead of to the hospital, dispensary,
of the profession is repulsive to common sense, how must the &c. ? For what purpose are such patients assembled in the
indecorums of the profession itself be regarded by all of its hall, seated on forms in the passage, arranged upon the door-
members possessing delicacy of feeling and honourable minds ? steps, or obstructing the thoroughfare ? Is it for the sake of
No jar can be more painful to our sense of propriety than to the poor themselves, or for the impression such a sight may
observe those who would fain sit in judgment upon the char- make upon the more lucrative patient who threads his way
latanism of the pretenders to medicine guilty themselves of through them ? Is it right to seat our public patients by
deeds which fail not to remind us, when acting as public cen- half-dozens in our waiting-rooms, in order that the few private
sors,-" First cast the beam out of thine own eye, and then ones who shall chance to visit us may suppose we have a
" shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother’s large practice ? Is that the sort of intention we can approve,

" eye." 37 which announces the freedom of our library to the out-patients
That the pursuit of medical reputation in an earnest and of an hospital, only in the hope of getting something out of

prominent manner is a most commendable avocation, no one them or their friends upon a future occasion ?
can deny. To be well known as a skilful healer of the sick Not a very long time ago, our pages bore a remonstrance
and suffering is a prize both of honour and of money’s worth. against the obstruction caused in a Belgravian thoroughfare by
But in the attempt to attain this end, not any expedient is the poor patients of some deeply commiserating and disinterested
justifiable which allures simply by its novel, its specious, its practitioner, who were there collected, shivering and coughing,
notorious character. To define exactly the boundary which until, certain urgent calls being fulfilled, their benefactor was
separates from the professional proprieties all those questionable enabled to see them. Enter another man’s house, and lo ! all
practices which appear to be adopted solely to catch the suf-  is changed. No crowd of gratis-patients here-all is exclu-
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sive. But how impressive the consulting-room ! There stands

a large microscope, labyrinthine in its brass-work, close to the
presiding hero. Along the mantelpiece is a row of stetho-

scopes, of all kinds and sizes. A spirometer in the corner
recalls to mind the gas-works. Test-tubes, spirit-lamps, pre-
parations, specimens, and slides decorate the table. Oppo-
site to the latter is a weighing-chair, near which is an escri-
toire, laden with directories, court-guides, blue-books, and

letters. What is the meaning of all this, we would ask-this

unobtrusive, unimpressive simplicity? Is it all really neces-

sary ? Is there no parade hereabouts-no ad captandum clap-
trap and cajolery ? We regard it all, we must confess, as we
do the door-plates of certain self-conceited and impertinent
tradesmen, who, styling themselves "practical tailor," "ana-
tomic bootmaker," " mechanical and operative," &e. &c.,
tacitly and modestly imply their neighbours to be only theoretic
tailors and shoemakers, and design to convey an impression
of superiority upon their own part. Is it a straightforward
and commendable practice to publish some gaudily got-up
treatise, written in a popular form, and recommending some
plan of treatment which can only be carried out by the author
himself ? Further, what tolerance can be shown to such a
custom as allowing accounts of " extraordinary operations" to
appear in provincial newspapers, with encomiums upon the
wonderful talent and kindheartedness of the operator? Or

what plea can there be advanced for advertising " cards" in
country newspapers, and publicly informing the neighbouring
farmers at what tavern on particular market days certain
medical illuminati are to be found ? We have received " cards"

which have been thrown down areas, smuggled into the ser-
vants’ hall, and sent by post to the maj01’ do?no. They have
told how extensive was Mr. So-and-so’s experience-how slic-
cessful his practice-how low his expected remuneration ! We
have known the greengrocer and the butcher-boy distribute
the "intimations" of a new-coming Esculapian candidate.

But are such acts creditable, and to be protected, even if not
to be recommended ? Is good fortune to be sought by attaching
oneself to a particular religious sect, or to a political association ?
Or may we raise up some so-called " dispensary," and ad-
vertise it well, with the names of the medical staff, in the

Sunday newspapers?
But we must have said enough. These and analogous prac-

tices unquestionably tend to lower the practice of medicine as
an art, and to derogate from it as an honourable and scientific

calling. To avoid all equivocal and undignified means of

increasing our notoriety should be one of the most cherished
desires of the medical practitioner, standing as he does upon
the ’vantage-ground above the pestiferous battle-field of the
charlatans and quacks, who, after hanging upon his skirts in
the hope of robbing him of his legitimate calling, turn back
upon each other like a set of wolves. We are bound neither

to write ourselves up, nor to write others down; neither to

magnify our own importance, nor to depreciate the standing of
others; to peril no honesty, to favour no pretence, in the com-
petition for a livelihood, in which, though the race be con-

fessedly warm, the runners are supposed to be well-educated
and honourable gentlemen.

IT has rarely happened that an Act of equal importance with
the Medical Act of 1858 has not been found to require some

technical amendment. In a country where no arbitrary de.
parture from the letter of the law is on any pretext allowed,
the powers and value of an Act can never be understood until

it has been put to the test of the legal tribunals. In this manner
sundry defects of the Medical Act have been brought to light,
and the experience thus obtained will probably form the basis
of an Amendment Act for this session.

A measure for the improvement of the Medical Relief of the
Poor cannot be much longer deferred. It is not a question
simply of justice to the Poor-law medical officers, but, far

more, one of national importance, as affecting the health of the
poor, and, through this, the industry and prosperity of the
country. Mr. GrIFFI--,’, with characteristic energy, has early
taken the field. He has already issued a statement of the case,
accompanied with a Draft Bill. This measure embodies provi-
sions for dealing with the great subject of Vaccination. The

large experience Mr. GRIFFIN has acquired of the working of
the existing system, and especially of the grievances and
opinions of the Poor-law medical officers, entitles any sugges.
tions he may offer to the utmost respect. His proposal is in
the hands of his brethren. We commend it to their immediate

practical consideration. We shall take the earliest opportu-
nity of discussing both this and the amendments required in
the Medical Act.

Medical Annotations.
"Ne e auid nimis."

LORD CLYDE ON RED-TAPEISM.

ONE important element in the official art" How not to do
it" is the continued transference of blame from shoulderte,
shoulder. Under the highest development of the art, no one
is ever responsible for anything. Deputy-purveyor, when
blamed in the Crimea, considered that the matter in question
belonged to purveyor-in-chief; purveyor-in’chief had applied
already to the barrack-master; the barrack-master had reo

quested instructions from head-quarters ; and the clerks at

head-quarters had forwarded his application to another depart-
ment. All parties concurred in a game of battledoor and

shuttlecock, which passed the time, and-that was all. Thus
the shell of public wrath remained suspended in the air, and
has never yet burst upon any victim for fear of hitting the
wrong man. Lord Clyde apparently saw enough of this system
in the Crimea to understand that thus soldiers are starved,
hospitals left bare, and armies ruined. He has inaugurated a
wholly different method in India by a despatch, which, al-

though somewhat lengthy, we have no other alternative than
to quote entire, for it lays down, in clear, concise language,
the particular and personal responsibility of each officer in the
forces for the well-being and right-doing of his men and subordi-
nate officers. It " does not belong to the situation" of a com-
manding officer to tolerate ignorance, sloth, or carelessness on
the part of any of the functionaries connected with his regi.
ment. This is the severest blow which has ever been aimed at
that horrible system of departmental etiquette which has
crippled the efficiency of our public services, and has cost
the country thousands of lives in the field. Here is the order

of Lord Clyde:-
’ " Adjutant-General’s Office, Her 3Zajesty’s British Forces,
, Calcutta, 21st December.
’ "Head-quarters, Camp Saidabad, 10th December.
On the occasion of a recent inspection conducted by the

Commander-in-Chief in person, Lord Clyde made the painful
discovery, at two stations where three of her Majesty’s regi- &middot;

ments are quartered, that the hospitals had been devoid of
quinine for several months.

" Lord Clyde is obliged to reiterate, what every commanding


